
Product Information: Actyon  
 
 
1) Exterior 
 
The styling of the Actyon is not only distinguished but also unprecedented.  The 
Actyon is characterized by coupe-inspired aerodynamic body lines.  The combination 
of shark-like frontal design and eagle-eye headlamps project a rugged and dynamic 
image.  In details, the clear headlamps shaped like eagle eyes convey a powerful and 
sharp image.  Besides, the hood character line is also inspired by the shark motif.  An 
inverted triangle is filled in by three horizontal bars for a dynamic effect.  
 
For side view, the sleek sports coupe styled line is adopted for a unique SUV look.  It 
is also harmonized that a sporty beltline and slanted, intersecting character lines form a 
lively continuum from the front fender rear edge to the tail lamps.   
 
In terms of rear styling, the wedge-shaped concept is adopted. Therefore, the distinctive 
and dynamic frontal design is complemented by a graceful and uncomplicated rear view.  
Furthermore, the model name is spelled out in silver letters for greater elegance and a 
stronger identity.  The rear combination lamp assembly blends will with the refined, 
simple rear styling.   
 
 
2) Interior 
 
In order to realize driver-oriented operation for quick and easy reach, the concept of the 
driver-centric design is applied.   The center fascia and monitor are slanted toward the 
driver and it provides wide view for a feeling of freedom at the wheel.  In terms of 
switch arrangement, switches with similar functions are grouped in circles that look 
great and easy to locate.  As a result of that, the controls are organized for and oriented 
to the driver.   
 
Black tones of interior equipments with chrome also project the feel of speed and lots of 
amenities.  Several installation such as gauge cluster to match the black interior, power 
steering with tilting steering wheel, circular air vents, 8 way power driver’s seat, tilting 
headrest, ISOFIX infant seat fixation, etc. add more comfortable and safe ride to the 



driver.  
 
 
3) Performance 
 
The heart of the Actyon: ‘XDi200 XVT Diesel Engine’ which is 3rd generation 
common-rail system with 1,600 bar injection pressure and 32bit ECU is solider than 
that for the 1G or 2G power plants in competing SUVs.  The XVT (a 3G turbocharger) 
system delivers maximum torque over a long range than the competing VGT engines do. 
Since the 3G XVT delivers maximum torque over a wider range than other engines in 
this class do, the Actyon is proud to have top level of output in its class.   
 
4 Speed Auto and 5 Speed Manual Transmission that the Actyon only offers among 
competing 4WD models and double wishbone front & 5 link rear suspension delivers 
best ride comport and handling with improved fuel economy as level of combined fuel 
consumption of 7.8ℓ/100km (M/T) and 8.5ℓ/100km (A/T).  SsangYong applies ‘Part-
time Electronic 4WD System into the Actyon as well as the Actyon only offers 4WD 
low gear among competing models.  The Actyon also can tow heavier loads than its 
competing models with maximum 2,300kg of top towing capacity  
 
 
4) Safety 
 
Cutting-edge technology to ensure the safety is available on the Actyon.  Sophisticated 
‘Multifunction Electronic Stability Program’ that offers BAS (Brake Assist System), 
FTCS (Full Traction Control System), EBD ABS (Electronic Brake-force Distribution 
Anti-lock Brake System) and ARP (Active Rollover Protection) up to HDC (Hill 
Descent Control) to enhance safety are the SsangYong’s latest technology for its active 
safety in the Actyon.    
 
In addition, for passive safety, collapsible steering column, electrochromic mirror, back 
warning system, seatbelt reminder, rain sensing wipers, automatic door relock, 
automatic washer, door impact bar, ultra-rigid 3 layer frame, dual airbags for driver and 
front passengers and curtain airbags are safety features that SsangYong sees it as basics .  
 
5) Security & Convenience 



 
Security considerations do not end the moment the driver switch off the engine.  The 
Actyon has several features to ensure the protection of the driver and passengers and 
property after the driver leaves the vehicle.   
 
The immobilizer that offered in the Actyon is an advanced antitheft device that prevents 
the vehicle from being started with an unauthorized key. However, the immobilizer has 
various functions such as panic alarm, door button, automatic door relock, car finder 
lamp functions. 
 
The Actyon also maintains ultimate cabin comfort with high features of convenient 
equipment such as fully automatic air conditioning, air quality control system delivers 
another comfort while in drive.  Besides, safety sunroof, safety window & switches, 
heated rear glass, wiper deicer, 8-way power seat adjustment switches, cabin lamp 
system, battery management system, parking brake warning signal are also providing 
another driving experience in the Actyon.  
 


